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Student advisers offer
help to new students
KRISTEN HUTMACHER
Assistant News Editor

The first year of college can be an
overwhelming time for many stu
dents, but one group is working to
make new students more comfort
able.
Tucked away in Bannister Hall is
the Student Advising Center—the of
fice of about 50 students who are
available to assist freshmen and
transfer students every year.
Student advisers work mostly dur
ing the summer orientations, al
though they have office hours during
the school year and are available for
any questions their advisees might

This Week...
Lawsuit threatens Sac.
State newspaper.
p. 7
What started as a con
flict between and the
Sacramento State news
paper, the State Hornet,
has developed into a law
suit laden with serious al
legations.
Save yourself from the
dead tragedy.
p. 17
Hop in an ambulance
with Nicolas Cage and
cruise around New York
City's Hell's Kitchen. It
may appear to be an in
teresting ride, but the
only way to describe it is
boring.
Glory.
p. 24
After posting a schoolbest record of 15-3 last
season, it would be easy
to say that the Pacific
women's soccer team's
record of 10-8-1 fell well
short of this year's expec
tations.

have about college life. The main as
pect of the student advisors' job is to
help their advisees arrange their
schedules.
"We give the student perspective
on classes," said Irina Moga, a senior
COP student advisor. Moga ex
plained that student advisors "act as
a bridge between students and facul
ty-"
Two of those faculty members are
considered invaluable.
"We have really great supervisors
in Peggy and Doug," bragged
Stephen Tran, a senior student advi
sor for the School of Education. Peg
gy Rosson and Doug Smith are, re
SeegAd7sing*page3 Student Adviser Sarah Porter goes over Spring scheduling with Diana
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Alcohol Awareness Week reaches
out to students and gives new insight
T U n activities and
a n H npresen
rpspnThe
tations that coincided with
Staff Writer
this theme started with the
Exotic Erotic Ball on Satur
Last week was National
day, Oct. 30. It was a Hal
Collegiate Alcohol Aware
loween bash in the Raymond
ness Week here at the Univer
Great Hall where there was a
sity of the Pacific. Crossroads
DJ, mocktails and a "great
Healthy Living put on many
costume contest," said Si
different events which stu
mon-Rosetto.
Monday kicked off the be
ginning of Alcohol Aware
ness week with a sobriety test
on the McCaffrey Center
stage. Officer Kim Pinto was
the presenter and she had six
students, (four males and
two females; all over 21, who
had signed a waiver) get
drunk.
"Officer Pinto gave them
each
a certain amount of al
These students, like many others, could benefit from the Uni
cohol
and then she took them
versity's program involving Alcohol Awareness Week.

JESSICA C. CURLEY

. . . . i
i _ i
dents participated and at
tended.
The theme of the week was
"Stand up and be counted.
Most students are making
healthy choices," said Ticka
Simon-Rosetto, health educa
tor and coordinator of Cross
roads Healthy Living.

Today

Friday

Showers
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C
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WEATHER

through
t h r o u g h a nnumber
u m b e r of
o f sobriety
sobr:
tests. Several were over the
legal limit," said SimonRosetto.
She added that the partici
pants of the exercise were all
asked if they thought they
could still drive and all of
them raised their hands.
However, after testing their
blood alcohol level one was
.22, another was .16 and an
other was .14 blood alcohol
level, said Simon-Rosetto.
These are all substantially
over the legal limit of .08.
Simon-Rosetto said that
the object of this presentation
was to show what would
happen to someone if they
were pulled over and to
show how alcohol can affect
See Alcohol, page 3
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n November of 2000, the next United States President will be elected. Until then, however, many candidates need to be chosen, speeches w
opinions will be formed that will ultimately decide the outcome of the 2000 Presidential election. Of course, the first primary / caucus won't be
ar^\ _. 'n ou's'ana *° start the process choosing the Republican candidate. On January 24, there will be a primary / caucus for helping to decide
and emocratic presidential candidates in Iowa. For the time being, though, there are several top candidates from the Republican, Democratic a11
ties that will be looked at in a brief synopsis.

Republican Candidates

Albert "Al" Gore, Jr. (Tennessee)

Political: Governor of Texas, 1995 -present; Senior Advisor,
George Bush for PresidentCampaign, 1988. UnsuccessfulGOP
nominee for Congress, 1978.
Professional: Managing General Partner, Texas Rangers pro
baseball team, 1989-94, Founder & CEO Bush Exploration Oil
& Gas Company, 1975-86. Pilot,Texas Air National Guard, 1968
1973.
Education: B.A., Yale University,1968. M.B.A. Harvard Busi
ness School, 1975
Facts: Referred to as George W. and never George Jr.; push
es for innovative and conservative plans for dealing with edu
cation, crime and other state matters; declares himself as "prolife" saying that he will have no abortion "litmus test" for his VP
running mate; collected $7.6 million in just 26 days in the first
quarter of 1999 to surpass all previous records, $28.3 million
during the second quarter and by the third quarter he raised
more than $56 million; polls repeatedly show that Bush is clear
ly the frontrunner for the 2000 race - not just for the GOP nom
ination but also in the general election.

Political: Vice-President of the United States, 1'
U.S. Senator, 1985-93. U.S. Congressman, 1977-85.
candidate for the Democratic nomination for Presid
Professional: Newspaper reporter. Nashville
' es
1973-1976. US Army (Vietnam)1969-1971
Education: Vanderbilt University School of Law, X^74-A
Vanderbilt University School of Religion, 1971 -72Honors (Government), Harvard University, 1969Facts: Started race as clear front-runner for Democr •£* c
ination; strong fundraiser although tainted by Clin to-' \
House fundraising investigation; holds a large leael ^ e
ponent Bill Bradley in most national polls; E a r l y p o l -N 5
Gore trailing likely GOP nominee Bush by a significan t XTI a
William W. "Bill" Bradley (New Jersey)

Political: USSenator, 1979-97. Founder of Time Futxir - !
which raised money for the Democratic congression a I <ca
dates.
Professional: Visiting Professor,Stanford University^ T_
sity of Notre Dam and University of Maryland, 1997-9S
fessional basketball player, New York Knicks, 1967-77. l_:
Force Reserve, 1967-78. Gold Medalist & Team Capta i n
Olympic Basketball Team, 1964.
Education: Rhodes Scholar, Oxford University,1965—6S i
with Honors (American History), Princeton University^ 1 ->
Facte: A well-known former pro basketball star; polls si
Bradley at a distant second to Gore; does not have a diaris ?.
ic personality; his strategy seems to be to convince Demcv:
that they need a different nominee because Gore is too «—I, assoriated in most people's minds with President Clinton <
that Gore cannot beat Bush in the general election.

Malcolm S. "Steve"Forbes (New Jersey)

/

j

John S. McCain III (Arizona)

Political; USSenator, 1987-present. US Congressman, 19831987. Director, US Navy's Senate Relations Office, 1977-1981.
Professional: US Navy officer, 1958-1981. As a Navy Avia
tor, he was shot down over North Vietnam in 1%7 and held as
Prisoner of War for 5 and l/2years. Military awards include the
Silver Star, Legion of Merit, Purple Heart and Distinguished
Flying Cross.
Education: B.S., US Naval Academy, 1958. Attended cours
es at the National War College, 1973-74.
Facte: genuine American hero; named oneof the "25 Most In
fluential People in America" by Time magazine in 1997; gener
ally a GOP "centrist," emerged as the leading "Stop Bush" can
didate, although still far behind in poll results; highly respected
in Washington for his integrity, candor and humor.

•

*

. ..

•

•

Other Candidates
Patrick "Pat" Buchanan (Reform-Virginia)

Political: Founder & Chair, The American Cause, 1993- •
White House Director of Communications, 1985-87. Sp>eec
writer & Senior Advisor to President Nixon, l%9-74. Execru ti
Assistant to former Vice President Nixon, 1966-69. Unsucxes
ful candidate for the Republican nomination for President, 19*
and 19%. Quit the Republican Party and joined the Reform
ty, October 1999.
Professional: Co-Host of CNN's Crossfire talk show, 1987-9
1992-95,1996-99. Syndicated Newspaper Columnist, 1975_<^c
Editorial Writer, St. Louis Globe Dispatch, l%2-66.
Education: B.A. (English & Philosophy), Georgetown On;
versity, 1961. M. S. (Journalism), Columbia School of Journ.r I
ism, 1962
Facte: "America-first" trade perfectionist and pro-life socia
conservative; wanted to be viewed as the leading "Stop Bush
candidate in the GOP, but stymied by Forbes; could act as a
spoiler for Bush in the election should he get the Reform nomi
nation.
Compiled by: Alex

i

„

Democratic Candidates

George W Bush (Texas)

Political: Founder & Honorary Chairman, Americans for
Hope, Growth & Opportunity PAC, 1996-99. Chairman, U.S.
Board for International Broadcasting, 1985-93. Unsuccessful
candidate for the Republican nomination for President,19%.
Professional: President & CEO, Forbes Inc., 1990-present
Publisher, Forbes magazine, 1990-present. NewJersey Nation
al Guard, 6 years.
Education: B.A. (History), Princeton University, 1970.
Facts: laissez-faire capitalist, surprised many with a strong
run for President in 1996; wants to replace the federal income
tax with a flat tax; pro-life; opposes medical marijuana, physi
cian-assisted suicide and gay rights; considered the most so
cially conservative of Republican front-runners.

^

J-J D
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\ Alcohol.

Wellness Chain and they are
thinking about hanging it up
\Continued from page 1
in the McCaffrey Center so
others can see it.
eSf. the mind and body based on
Wednesday and Thursday
your body size, weight and
last week the peer educators
sex.
There was also a crashed of Crossroads washed about
car right outside the McCaf 300 car windshields for a pro
frey Center on Monday and gram called,"I can see clearly
peer educators from Cross now." After they washed the
roads were serving mock- windshields they put a flyer
on the cars that said, "We
UccessfJ tails.
washed your window so you
Tuesday
was
dining
hall
U
can
clearly see that drinking
night
and
peer
educators
Xleseean|
were handing out promo and driving don't mix.
There were also two pre
74-197il tional cups and key chains at
both of the dining halls. At sentations in two of the resi
the dining halls students also dence halls put on by Cross
had
an opportunity to sign roads. One was in Eiselen,
hcnagj
Chain, which is called "What does alcohol
the
Wellness
r Whijf|
a contract they sign that says have to do with it?" and an
'verop.1
they promise not to drink other in Ritter House called,
Is shout
and drive and to make "Sex Talk'n Sex, Drugs, and
rn arp. I
healthy choices for their AIDS."
lives.
To end the week of Alcohol
Simon-Rosetto said that Awareness on UOP's cam
over 400 students signed the pus, there was a bulletin

board contest on Friday be
tween many of the residence
halls. "They competed to cre
ate a great bulletin board re
lated to alcohol use and
abuse," commented SimonRosetto.
"A lot of students are mak
ing healthy choices," said Si
mon-Rosetto. But others are
not. She said that these days
college students drink in or
der to "get drunk or to get
laid" and these are not
healthy choices. There are a
lot more people playing
drinking games and when
they do this, they ingest more
alcohol, which can cause al
cohol poisoning.
Simon-Rosetto reminds
students that one can of beer,
one glass of wine and one
shot of hard liquor all have
the same amount of alcohol
in them as one ounce.
It takes your body one

ePACl
caret-1

Advising.

dations of the Helping Rela
tionship," taught by Dean
Barr.
"It's rare that a person
takes the class and isn't of
fered a position," Irina Moga
assured.
"I'm very proud of the
people who are student advi
sors," Peggy Rosson said.
"They've been there already
because they're students."
Those students who bridge
the gap between faculty and
other students take pride in
their job. "We're really there
as a friend and as a mentor,"
Stephen Tran finished.
The office of Student Ad
vising is located in Bannister
Hall on the first floor. Office
hours for students seeking
advice on their schedule, on
graduation, and many other
student-related things are de
termined by the student ad
visers.

"niver3. Pro-,
JSAir,
AlSj

,ra|

365.

shew I
anat-l
crats
•seiy I
and

dents).
Moga and Tran revealed
Continued from page 1
what they like most about
spectively, the coordinator their role as student advisors.
and director of student advis Tran said, "Being a student
ing.
advisor, in general, get you in
Smith who is also a profes the thick of things on cam
sor in the computer science pus."
department,
Student adstarted the stu . . . . . .
„ ,
visors have acdent advising We re really there cess to re
program in 1973.
sources most
as a friend
Smith was the
students don't,
Associate Dean
and as a
which allows
of COP and ob
them
to help
mentor."
tained a grant
their advisees
from the Exxon
more. "We're
Foundation to
-Stephen Tran ^t exactly stubegin the pro
gram. That year
Student Adviser
there were eight ^———
"We're more
student advisors
like pseudofrom COP, pre-pharmacy and staff."
the School of Engineering.
Students interested in be
In 1974, regular funding ing a "pseudo-staff" member
was provided and the Stu need to fill out an application
dent Advising program be in the Student Advising Cen
came a permanent fixture in ter.
university life.
Students can apply for a
Over the next four years, position anytime between
the other schools joined the their freshman and junior
program, wanting student years.
advisors.
Based on those applica
"Our goal," Rosson ex tions, group interviews are
plained, "is to provide sup set up, followed by an offer
port to the student advisors for an individual interview,
so they can do their job."
conducted by Peggy Rosson.
The ultimate goal is for ad Once a student passes the in
visees to not need their stu dividual interview, he or she
dent advisors after a year (or is then invited to take the
a semester for transfer stu training class, called "Foun

PAGE 3
hour to oxi
dize, or get rid
of, one ounce
of alcohol and
when people
are
playing
drinking
games
and
"just downing
alcohol" then
they are digest
ing a lot more
than that and
that's
what
causes alcohol
poisoning,
which can lead
to death.
SimonRosetto said,
"Don't go to
party and just
drink. Drink,
dance, eat and
have a good
time, but be
safe."
Taking a shot is the same as drinking one beer.

Now accepting applications for
News writers for next semester.
This is a great opportunity to
gain valuable experience in
journalism as well as improving
your communication and social
skills. If you are interested, please
contact The Pacifican at 9462115 or visit us on the third floor
of Hand Hall for an application.

S A L O N
AUTHENTIC

rAYO

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

JIMMY- Colorist/Sylist

SANDWICHES * FRESH SALADS • SOUP
MARKER •«

Tuesday-student discount 20% off

JENNIFER G.- Colorist
20% off all colorings

1465 W. March Lane* STOCKTON
95-BRAV0

(952-7286)

%

(1 Block From 1-5)

iii coupon
one coupon per pizza
expires

1/31/00
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Classifieds
Immediate Open
ings! Students earn
$375/$575 weekly pro
cessing / assembling
medical I.D. cards from
your home. Experi
ence unnecessary...we
train you!
Call
MediCard 1-541-3865290, ext.300

HOW
DOES
$800/WEEK EXTRA
INCOME sound to
you? Amazingly, prof
itable opportunity.
Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
GKQ»UP FIVE
6547 N.Academy
Blvd., PMB-N
Santa Photo Team
Colorado Springs,
manager,
cashier, CO 80918.
;reeter,
etc. Enjoy
rei
elping people. Create
Free CD of cool in
holiday magic! 800- die music when you
229-7147
register
at
mybytes.com, the ulti
Summer Manage mate website for your
ment Program
college needs.
Now hiring future
business leaders.
Sales-Promote credit
Marketing, sales and cards on college cam
management
skills pus up to $900/wk.
trained. Confidence, Will train. 1-800-959leadership and motiva 2121 Ext.301.
tion required. Salary
range $5,000 - $20,000/
Wedding
gown:
summer. 1-800-295- satin & lace w/ train,
9675
off shoulder neckline,
varsitystudent.com
slip and headpiece, size

S

10/12. Call 931-5644
further info.
Seeking roommateFemale student to
share 4 bdrm 2 bath
house. 1/2 mile from
UOP. Washer and dry
er.
Avlble NOW!
$325 / month +1/3 utilities. Wkdys-(209) 4644017 wkends (916) 4814829, ask for Brittany.
Classified advertisements
offer an affordable
method of advertising to
the Pacific community. At
just $1 per line for stu
dents and stafT and $2 per
line for community
members, your message
can be spread cost
effectively. To place your
classified advertisement
contact Marie at
946-2II5 TODAY!

Public Safety Report
October 28-November
Theft
Archania
Main Gym
Campus wide Oct 29
Classroom Building
Khoury Hail
Parking Lot #14 Nov 1
Weber Hall
Library

Nov 2
Nov 2

Cellular Glasses £»r»<3
Cellular
Bicycle
Bicycle
Clothing
Bicycle
Bicycle

Grace Covell Hall
Campus wide

Oct 31
Nov 1

Broken windc^
Graffiti o n v v a

Grace Covell Hall

Oct 29

Student warn-<possession oi
? ''
container of ci
Subject cited Y«.

Oct 21-22
Oct 28
Oct 30
Oct 30

Vandalism

Parking Lot #9 Oct 31

minor in
Possession"

Grace Covell Hall

Oct 31

McCaffrey Center

Nov 3

2 intoxicated »to
dents
figl1 - : ~ Student wam o-d
possession optcontainer of aict-'

During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided
foot patrol, found 57open windows/doors, provided 14escorts,
stranded motorists and contacted 16 suspicious persons.

h

The Public Safety Report is prepared by Associate Director o f
Pttblic Safety Jerry Houston and published each week inThe Pac i fi.~ •
Questions should be directed to Jerry Houston at
x62537

UOP's McGeorge School of Law
3+3 Program
Accelerated Bachelor's/Juris Doctorate
Talk to
Summer Bei, UOP B. A., 1999
International and Regional Studies
2nd year McGeorge School of Law student
and
Jennifer Davis, UOP B.A., 1999
Sociology
2nd year McGeorge School of Law student

Thursday, November 18, 1999
3:30 p.m. • John Ballantyne Hall

Refreshments Ulill Be Served

A
Better
Special

Fulfilling all Your Apparel Meeo
T-Shirts, Jackets, Hats, Sweat fPants, Uniforms and Shorts. E *c
In-House Art DepMulfiColor Ptfrstirrg
Quantify Discover-; -£

Printed Mugs, Glassware, Sports Bottles, Pens, Golf Bafls.
Mouse Pads, Keychains, and other Ad Specialties

5756 Pacific Ave #9
Stockton. CA. 95207

Phone: 476-8327
Fax:
476-9Q92

WHERE DO YOU
WAN i IO GO
FOR LUNCH TODAY?
fUM

#1 - 2324 Grand Canal

0**-£iU

• 478.4780
fax • 478.4783

#2 - .Sherwood Mall

• 47.2.0995

#3 - Weherstown Mall

• 951.0664

CLASS
EDITOR
FHEPACIHCAN.COM

o
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... IrR AN

Qt/ofe of the
Week

Weekly news for the

UOP cortrmunih/ since 1908

•The Pacifican is located on the thirdfloor of
Hand Hall (above KUOP). Office hours are
Monday through Friday; 8am to 5 pm.

"That's one
small step for
man, one
giant leap for
mankind."
-Neil
Armstrong

I for
>31
ohoi

r

C

-

For student
1%
views see
page 6.
WHEM STVDENTS
v//»rei*iE5£>(s} uop
'ater turnoff hinders student "activities"
he UOP campus possess- Littlepage explains, "The
many problems which water turned off because the
late to water. The most initiation of the water ser
:ent problem occurred on vices at the physical plant
evening of Tuesday, site caused an eruption in the
ivember 2, when the water University's water pipes."
turned off on campus, The construction of the phys
ly students whose resi- ical plant also has caused
|nce halls had dysfunction- more isolated water turnoffs;
toilets headed for the for example, the Alpha
IcCaffrey center to use the Kappa Lambda fraternity
ilities, but the water there house had no water available
is turned off too.
for use on Saturday, October
When water stops flowing, 30. Since the water turnoff
>u realize how essential it is was caused by an accident,
everyday existence, espe- students could not have been
illy with regards to person- warned; however, since the
hygiene. When you can't water could possibly be
ish you teeth, take a show- turned off again if another
flush a toilet, or pour pipe breaks, students should
•urself a glass of water, you use the bathroom as soon as
lalize how often our abun- the urge arises.
lant availability of water is
The breaking of the pipes
;en for granted.
is not the only problem this
What exactly caused the campus has with water. A
ipus-wide water turnoff? more frequent problem
lead
Resident
Jodi which students encounter is

the taste of the drinking
water. UOP is probably Black
Mountain Water's number
one customer, because the
water here tastes so bad that
students are practically
forced to either buy expen
sive water at the Summit,
purchase their own water
dispensers, or drink nasty
sulfur water. Not only does
the water taste bad, but there
is an apparent lack of water
on campus: Elbert dining
hall had to use paper utensils
and plates because there was
not enough water available
to wash the dishes.
It is odd that while there
isn't enough water to wash
dishes, there is enough water
to flood the lawns so much
that mud gets stuck to the
bottom of shoes. How much
water does it take to main
tain the lawns at UOP?
Doesn't it seem as if we over

due the watering just a little?
You can't walk across many
parts of the lawn without
feeling your foot getting suc
tioned into fresh mud. The
purpose of college lawns
goes beyond aesthetics;
lawns are a place where stu
dents can enjoy the lovely
atmosphere of the UOP cam
pus and study or chat with
friends.
The solution to the water
problems are not simple. The
only way to remove the bad
taste from the UOP water
would be to either add filters
to drinking fountains (as
they've so brilliantly done in
Baun Fitness Center), or to
put the entire campus on a
different water supply sys
tem. The water shortage and
the overwatered lawns are
problems which seem easily
solved: less water on the
See Water; page 7

Pacifican editorials represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the
third floor of Hand Hall or e-mail us at letters@thepacifican.com. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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UOP football would bring benefits
Dear Editor:

football created by the presence Davis and California State Uni
of the San Francisco 49ers, it versity, Sacramento had over
It is hoped that President would not be difficult to recruit 20,000 fans in attendance. If we
Donald DeRosa and the Board local talent from nearby high could average 10,000 paid at
of Regents of University of the schools and community col tendance for 7 games at $5 per
Pacific will soon review their leges, and the media attention ticket, Pacific would gross
decision to extend the suspen generated by the 49ers could $350,000, to say nothing of rev
sion of the football program. carry over to Pacific's team. The enue from new and returning
The year 2000 would be a great experience gained from the Pacific Tiger Athletic Associa
time to return to intercollegiate practice and training program tion members. Start-up money
competition. With the remain of the professional team would for a football program can no
der of this year to hire a coach, also help our coaches and play doubt be raised quickly, and the
recruit 35-40 scholarship ath ers.
return tointercollegiate football
letes (the remainder of the team
Pacific students could be uti competition will be met with
would be walk-ons) and to lized to run the concessions and overwhelming approval of the
schedule 10 games with near-by parking lots, thus easing the fi people of the community, stu
schools (including 7 home nancial burden of attending col dents and alumni.Just do it, Pa
games), there seems to be plen lege. Children under 12 accom cific! Remember the golden
ty of time to re-establish our panied by an adult, Pacific days of the great Tully C. Knoles
football program. Our 1949 un students with a student body and demonstrate the kind of
defeated team had only 48 play card and faculty members bold leadership that made
ers among whom all offensive, could be admitted free, cement Stockton an All American City!
defensive, punting and place- ing good community relations
Sincerely,
kicking positions were manned. and school spirit.
William Simoni
With the added interest in
A recent game between U. C.

Question of th^ ^
Compiled by Lauren Van9

How were you affected by
tumoff last w e e k e n c * "They turned the
water off at AKL
and I had to go off
campus to take a
shower."
-A.J. Tendick
Junior

"It w a s c t pain
the butt trecau
after lacross
practice / <
take a sho we
-Nick Roteti
Sop how

SIS student supports a dream

\

i

f

I

Dear editor:
Part of the great American
tradition is the right of freedom
of expression. We are entitled to
voice our opinion, with the pos
sibility of criticism, but suppos
edly without the possibility of
degradation. The article by Dr.
Ensign, "Promise Keepers
Preaching Intolerance," came
from a very knowledgeable and
respected individual.She is my
dean, and also a person I great
ly admire, even after only
knowing her for two months.
She believes so strongly in
teachings of critical thinking
and for the growth of her stu
dents, I can literally see it in her
actions. She genuinely cares for
each of us and has proved this
by her dedication to modifying
the SIS program and taking our
recommendations to heart.
Perhaps the reasons her arti
cle offended so many was be
cause Stockton has become ac
customed
to
a
very
conservative view of society
and is not used to opposing
opinion. Dr. Ensign comes from
a broad range of experience in
New York and Washington
D.C. whereopinions are widely
distributed and seriously con
sidered as a different viewpoint

and not as a direct insult to
whatever issue discussed. I can
hardly imagine that when she
typed out the well-thought out
article, that it would cause her
to change her phone number
and could bring the police into
the picture.
I have been told that Dr. En
sign has been an eyewitness to
the oppression of women all
over Africa, her stance comes
from her own experience and
should be respected not only by
her positionas a scholar but as a
highly intelligible and openminded individual. The
women in the 1990's may very
well want their role to back in
the home with the husband and
children. But the woman of the
1900-1920's never had that op
portunity to either be a house
wife or start your own career,
any career. Imagine obtaining
all the knowledge of the world
through education and having
a burning desire to share that,
but being told that your placein
by your husband and you are
not allowed to change. Imag
ine never having the opportuni
ty to become independent and
learn from your own mistakes
and become a better person for
it. Women have shown time
and time again what they are

capable of, and the women's
liberation that took them out of
the home and into the work
force was the result of hundreds
of years of oppression. It is easy
to want back something if you
know what your missing. But if
you've never been given the
chance then I believe anyone
would fight to have the same
opportunities as their neighbor.
I believe that was her only in
tention in writing her article on
Promise Keepers. It was simply
an OPINION. Just because she
defends gay rights and
women's rights, does not mean
she is a lesbian! What has hap
pened to the promise of free
dom of expression? To be at
tacked personally and even
threatened for an opinion does
not qualify as mere criticism. It
is called ignorance and narrowmindedness. If we are not open
to listening and then attempt
ing to understand one anther's
viewpoints then we will never
evolve as a race. Without the
opposition of civil rights,
would segregation or even
slavery still be in affect? Person
ally, I believe that Dr. Ensign's
mission in life is to overcome ig
norance and spark curiosity
and interest in all she meets and

See Free speech, page 7

"I thought my
clothes would turn
brown because
they were in the
washer."
-Jason Higton
Sophomore

l's
"I think itC
irresponsible bed
they need to give
prior notice un/es
its a technical
emergency."
-Quynh C
Jun

"I live at Grace, so
when the water
w a s turned off; it
was really hard to
shower."
-David Smith
Freshman
For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 5.
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'orkplace shootings continue to rise in U.S.
ITTSWITZER

) Editor

funshots
ke the si; in a Xerox
ehouse last
sday. On Wednesday, a
[>vard in Seattle fell victim to
same crime. Two of the
cities in the U.S. gained
|nations focus last week for
very
unfortunate
tedies.

In Honolulu, which is called seemed to recognize the gun
"the safest city in the U.S." be man, and no motive is known.
cause it has the lowest crime
It seems that the most com
rate, Byran Uyesugi walked mon solution to ones problems
into his workplace and killed anymore is to go on a killing
seven of his co-workers. The spree. No longer is hearing
motive speculated for the crime about a murder in a school or
is a rumor that Uyesugi was workplace anything out of the
about to be laid off, although ordinary. Everybody stops and
the company denies this. In agrees that it is a tragedy, then
Seattle, a camoflauged gunman continues on with their lives.
walked into a shipyard office
If this were a few isolated
and opened fire, killing two cases it might be different, but it
and injuring two more. No one is not. It is all too often that one

may turn on the television only ic of the past. Guns should not
to hear that several students or be outlawed, they are regulated
children have been shot, or enough as it is, but people need
workers in a shipyard or ware to change.
house have been killed.
People should be taught to
There will come a time in so be responsible, should be
cial evolution where we will taught how to function in soci
decide that logic can be used in ety and reflect the positive as
place of firearms. The old im pects of society. If we teach peo
age of a gap toothed hillbilly ple as children how to work
with the bumper sticker read positively in society, maybe the
ing "you can take my guns news will not have to cover
when you pry them from my school and workplace shoot
cold dead fingers" will be a rel ings.

ickle funding threatens the corps of peace
ice again, as nature drifts
the autumn season, the
I. government drifts into a
Iget skirmish. More specifiy, in the last few weeks,
igress has designed the an
al appropriations bills — the
reprints for how tax dollars
spent throughout fiscal year
0 — and sent them to the
ident, who (deeming them
dequate) has exercised his
.o power.
At first glance, such funding
abbles may appear harm. Yet, upon closer examinan, one realizes that, because
America's grand status, the
tcome of these disputes will
pe the future of the world,
d, in noarea is this fact more
ident than foreign aid.
Recently, Congressional Reblicans — wanting (underandably) to diminish the
nited States' role as the inten
tional police force — pro
sed a relatively modest aid
II ($12.7 billion) which was
ckly vetoed by Mr. Clinton,
rho would like to see it $1.45

billion higher.
sustainable development, this
Lost within — and threat agency is worthy of a raise.
ened by—this number crunch
Since 1961,150,000 American
ing, though, is the tiny budget Peace Corps volunteers have
of an extremely effective gov brought sound agricultural,
ernment agency: the Peace health, business, environmen
Corps.
tal, and basic educational prac
Earlier this year, Congress tices to communities in all parts
unanimously authorized the of the globe. Furthermore,
Corp's expansion plan: raising amidst this applied knowledge
the number of U.S. volunteers has always been a focuson per
overseas from 7,000 (currently) sonal interaction to improve lo
to 10,000 come the year 2003 — cal standards of living. Such a
by increasing annual funding strategy — compared with
from $241 million (currently) to large-scale financial assistance
$270 million next year and, — tends to ensure long-term
eventually, $360 million in 2003. growth and stability.
Ironically—due to the over
For example, during the
all Republican desire to cut 1980's, even the World Bank (a
overseas spending assistance prominent lender of funds to
— the Foreign Operations, Ex developing nations) conceded
port Financing and Related that, "Nothing can make wide
Programs Appropriations Act spread absolute poverty melt
of 2000, submitted to Clinton
last week, contained only a
$235 million provision for the
'/'mv/Peace Corps, revealing a $6 mil
lion funding cut!
Student Travel
Sadly, of the hundreds of or
from A to Z
ganizations the U.S. govern
ment supports, the Peace Corps
is one of the least deserving of
any cuts. On the contrary, due
to its grassroots commitment to

reee Speech

Water.

I KOIIS

cam

Writer

inued from p
ontinued
page 6

Iks to. This is what she has
one for me, among many othr things. As a freshman in the
ol of Intentional Studies, I
proud of my dean and what
he stands for. She lives her
essage and expresses her be
ds without hesitation to pubopinion.
Sincerely,
Becky Cathcart

Wl

Continued from page 5

lawns means more water for
dishes. As far as unexpected
water turnoffs are concerned,
all we can do is take as many
showers as possible and be
sure to listen when nature
calls, because you never
know when the toilets will
stop flushing. Perhaps we
should just bring in emer
gency Sani Huts.

London
Pa r i s
Barcelona
Amsterdam
From San Franciscq
each way based on a
purchase. Fares do n
include taxes, are
valid for departures
in November and are
subject to change.
Restrictions apply.

1-800-2COUNCIL
w w w . t o u n ' . l i t r i v e I . c * . » IT:

away overnight... but the most was the individual working at
valuable resource any country the personal level with materi
has is its people, the means and als that were locally available
the end of economic advance." on projects that would continue
In addition, Heather Smith, a after they left."
University of the Pacific stu
However, despite this
dent who was just nominated proven approach, the Corps
for Peace Corps service in could be compressed due to
North Africa, explains that — year-end political posturing.
unlike the grandiose lending in Such a fate would not shock the
stitutions [who impose credit budget arena, nor would it
terms, payment plans, and cause much of a media ripple
spending priorities] — one or — unless the general public be
two volunteers work with the gins to care about where their
foreign [or "host"] government money goes.
in each locale to produce collab
[To start caring, please con
orative solutions.
tact your Congressional repre
Moreover, from the recipient sentative about the PeaceCorps
perspective — as described by budget. And, to do more than
Gerard T. Rice in his essay, Vol pray for world peace, consider
unteers for Peace —> "Host na becoming
a
volunteer:
tionals readily acknowledged (www.peacecorps.gov), 1-800that the Peace Corps' strength 424-8580]

!•••••!
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CONNECTION
Stockton's finest in tuxedo Rentals & Sales
Special Discounts for
Weddings
Proms
Curises
Quinceaneras
Starting at
Parties
$29.95
(including discount)
Fund Raisers

The Latest Designer Styles
Modem-Traditional
Suit Rentals
AH in Store Stock
Same Day Availability

TUXEDOS

Hours

won io-8

20% off for UOP Students

„2T '

With This Coupon

Sat 10-5
Sun 12-5
Must Bring Coupon at Time of Order

Manteca
239-5511
HON. Main

Stockton
477-2442
702 Porter Ave Pacific and Porter
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DSS is working to accommodate students
JOSEPH DE VERA

Senior Staff Writer

f

f

According to Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
"No otherwise qualified per
son with a disability in the
United States...shall, solely by
reason of...disability, be de
nied the benefits of, be ex
cluded from participation in,
or be subjected to discrimina
tion under any program or ac
tivity receiving federal finan
cial assistance."
Long before the Rehabili
tation Act of 1973 and other
laws protecting the disabled
were passed, the physically
challenged were not consid
ered during the construction
of many buildings on the Pa
cific campus. It was not until
recently that the blue handi
cap-accessibility buttons were
added to many buildings. The
buttons were only added
three years ago, even though
the first student with a physi
cal disability attended UOP in
1994.
Unfortunately, many class
rooms are not accessible to
students who have physical
disabilities. For instance, the
Wendell Philips Center
(WPC) does not accommo
date handicapped individuals

DSSR

DSS, located in Bannister Hall, is dedicated to helping disabled students.
in wheelchairs or crutches if vice (DSS) program has
they needed to reach a profes helped to facilitate and ac
sor on the second floor. The commodate the needs of dis
second and third floors of abled students. Located in
Knoles Hall are also difficult Bannister Hall, Disabled Stu
to reach for those in wheel dent Services works with fac
chairs.
ulty, administration and staff
Certain residence halls are to provide options for stu
handicap-friendly, such as dents with physical disabili
Grace Covell, Jessie Ballan- ties. DSS makes sure that
tyne and John Ballantyne these students are accommo
which have ramps to accom dated in compliance with the
modate persons in wheel Americans with Disabilities
chairs. However, only the first Act (ADA).
floor-east section in Grace
Currently, there are 30 stu
Covell is handicap-accessible. dents with physical disabili
The Disabled Student Ser ties under the DSS program.

Should professors have more of a
voice on campus?
"Yeah, if they work here
they should have some voice
in how things are run."
Heather Daven,
Freshman
"They should have more
of a voice because they work
here. Things won't run
smoothly if teachers don't
have a voice."
Robyn Potts,
Freshman
Compiled by lessica C. Curley

V

accommod
as possible
that:«lle
get a good
ence."
Although1
beneficial acc^'^o
the program wasst,
from lack of feeding
ginning of tinis year
mix-up of pap^1^®
stitutional Priorities:
tee (IPC) did notfi®
program. Hovve er,;
ifying the mi^"^
Life granted
Lucette Lee, -Amin
Assistant f o r O S - 5 £
is about equal i try 3;
out the playing f
abledstudents. It La;
that simply ca re 5 fo:
who need access Una;
ty environment."
As for the fxjtu:
hopes to expand tJne:
to the students. 13.a.
"The program i s int
expansion and theses
need to be served
area that can mean a
dents and tuition rt
the University if w e
vide students witH
to a greater extent.
The DSS progr
employees workir
hours a week, but the
petition for a full-ti m e

Upon entering UOP, these
students register with DSS.
Once registered, DSS works
with the Registrar's office to
figure out the locations of the
students' classrooms. If the
classroom is inaccessible, the
Registrar's office and the pro
fessor is contacted to make
special arrangements for the
student. The classroom is also
switched to one that is easily
accessible to the physically
disabled student.
Anita Bautista, director of
DSS said, "We act as an advo
cate for the students. We try to

Lawsuit threatens
Sac State newspape
SCOTT SWITZER

Metro Editor

What started out as a con
flict between students and
the Sacramento State news
paper, the State Hornet, has
developed into a lawsuit
laden with serious allega
tions.
In the Oct. 6 issue of the
State Hornet, a picture de
picting Gustavo Chavez, a
Hispanic male, being arrest
ed for fighting during a foot
ball game was published on

the front page. Since
The United Students f
tion (USA) has made
demands of the State r.
Some of these demar ;
elude: a front page ar
for the picture, a demar
the State Hornet "adc <•
cano-latinos and other P;
of Color to its staff in si
cant positions."
Many students have
protested the paper fr
picture. The State Hor<:
3,000 copies of their ne
See Sac. State p:
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Liberal arts majors can do more than just teach
JENNIFER LOVING

Quest Writer

At 19, when I decided to
become
a French major, and
that
then an English and French
5,!«ge
major, I wasn't thinking about
where it would lead me. I just
knew that I loved these two
disciplines and that I excelled
as
at them.
I never thought of college
year
as
the place to acquire "career
rv
training," but more and more,
'ties
people wanted to know what
I was going to "do" with Eng
rei;
lish and French. "You want to
UPbe a teacher?" they'd ask me,
->CC
as if that was the only direc
tion possible for someone
with an emphasis in the Hu
manities. This question began
to grate on my nerves.
I'm in college to learn, to
improve my critical thinking
and writingskills and to grow
as a person, not to train; I'm
not Rocky, I'm a student!
Simply because a Liberal
Arts education doesn't pre
pare me for a specific line of
work, as Architecture, Med or

Law School would, that does
n't mean that I'm a "teacher in
training." I suspected there
were a lot of opportunities
out there, hiding in the shad
ows, for me and for those like
me, and I was determined to
find out what they were.
With one semester left to go
in my undergraduate educa
tion, I paid a visit to the Ca
reer and Internship Center
and begged them to help me
find my calling. They gave me
aptitude tests, personality
tests and, when the results
were in, they helped me inter
pret what it all meant and to
figure out where to go from
there.
I was shocked by how
many different options are
open, occupations that had
never even occurred to me.
Plus, I was delighted to dis
cover that employers are des
perate for people who can
write, think critically and gen
erate ideas.
I decided to try for a fall se
mester internship in radio or
television. On my first inter-

Stockton hopes to
feature Corroli
TAMMY GONZALES

Staff Writer

It may be a bit early to talk
about it now, but come May
the talk in Stockton will be
about world renown gymnasties coach, Bella Corroli.
The goal of Stockton Gymnasties is to have Corroli
come speak at this year's
recital that is held in the
Civic Auditorium every May.
One instructor, Linda Stuart,
hopes Corroli can come,
speak and sign autographs
for the students.
Stockton Gymnastics is
run through Stockton Parks
and Recreation. This year the
program is 200 students
strong, boys and girls, with
eight instructors. The program continues to grow
every year, and this is a definite step forward. The
coach's arrival isn't in writ-

ing yet, but once funds are
completely raised it will be a
definite.
The program has a year
full of fundraisers to gather
the money needed. Currently, they are holding a penny
drive. The program is expecting a good contribution
from The Sports Youth Foundation. With six months to
go, the program is well on
their way to seeing Corolli,
with the different fundraisers
and donations raised so far
totalling one third of the
money needed. Linda Stuart
said, "We expect all of the
money needed to be raised."
Stuart asks that anyone interested in the gymnastics
program or making a tax deductible donation to the effort to get Bella Corroli, feel
free to contact Cindy Heiber
of Stockton Parks and Recreation at (209) 937-8293.

Carolyn Ballance and Jennifer Loving examine how it feels to sit behind the news desk

view at KCRA-TV, I was on a regular basis and my cre
"hired" to intern in the sta ative abilities are called upon
tion's Public Affairs Depart more than I thought would be
ment. The experience has possible in an office.
While I'm not sure whether
been more than I hoped for,
boosting my confidence and or not I will pursue a career in
confirming in my mind how Public Affairs or Public Rela
valuable my skills are in a va tions after graduation, I know
riety of work environments.
that that option is open to me.
I have the chance to write I'm no longer freaked out

about not having a narrow
field of interest in mind; I'm
excited about the possibilities,
which are nearly endless, in
my future.
If you are searching for a
career direction or want to
confirm your career choice,
call the Career and Internship
Center at 946-2361.

Conquer your computer with
a Lifelong Learning Class
for the Workplace," Monday
through Wednesday, Novem
ber 29-December 1,7:00-10:00
Give yourself (and your p.m., in the Wendell Phillips
professors) an early holiday Center computer lab.Students
gift by sharpening your com will learn modern presenta
puter skills with one of the tion graphic/display tech
Center for Professional and niques using Powerpoint and
Continuing Education's com the Internet, and other busi
puter classes.
ness applications using Excel.
You can earn one unit of ex The fee is $75 for non-credit or
tended education (elective) $150 for one extended educa
credit in a weekend workshop tion unit.
taught by Gary Martin, pro
And if you are a college stu
fessor of engineering. "Mi dent who thinks the "World
crosoft Works for Windows" Wide Web" is fraught with
meets Saturday and Sunday, menacing spiders and black
November 20 and 21, 9:00 holes (and we know you are
a.m.-5:00 p.m., in Anderson out there), you can remedy
Hall 107. The class covers that with "Wandering the
databases, letter merges, sort Web," taught by computer
ing and filtering procedures as consultant and author Cather
well as general word process ine Schuler. The class meets
ing, numerical worksheets Tuesday, November 16, 9:00
and graphs. The cost is$ 168. a.m. to 1:00 p.m., in the Wen
Computer science profes dell Phillips Center computer
sor William Topp will offer lab. The fee is only $50 and no
"Microsoft Office 2000: Power credit is offered —but just
BUD SWANSON

Cuest Writer

think of the happy hours
you'll spend with your com
puter during the upcoming
holiday breaks!
For more information or to
register, please call Pacific's
Center for Professional and
Continuing Education at (209)
946-2424 or stop by McConchie Hall at 235 W. Stadi
um Drive.

Classes Offered
Microsoft Works for
Windows
Nov. 20 & 21, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
Anderson Hall 107
Microsoft Office 2000:
Power for the Workplace
Nov. 29 to Dec. 1, 7 p.m.
to 10 p.m.
WPC computer lab
Wandering the Web
Nov. 16, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
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Delta Gamma
X
The ladies of Delta
A
Gamma would like to
E

congratulate our newly
O initiated members. We
are so happy to have
E you in the house! We
A would also like to
E thank the Men of
Archania for such a fun
N time at the dinner we
O had and are looking
forward to our upcom
0 ing exchange! Finally
we would like to thank
p
all of the UOP ladies
z that joined us at Guidi's
T on Tuesday night for
Y pizza. We had a great
Q time getting to know all
of you and invite you to
stop by DG anytime for
A lunch, dinner, or just to
E hang out!
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Delta Delta Delta

The ladies of Delta
Delta Delta would like
to thank everyone who
supported our second
annual Decades of Dif
ference roller-skate-athon last Monday. We
had a great time skat
ing in our 50's, 60's and
70's costumes and en-

Greek Life

Z A B X A E O T
Z
Alpha Theta would like to A
express our appreciation to B

joyed seeing so much
enthusiasm. Thank you
to all who donated their
time and support to not
only our house, but also
to Children's Cancer Re
search.

everyone who helped to
make Kickball Classic a suc
cess. We had a great time
out there on Saturday and
can't wait until next year to
do it again! As always, our
door is open to visitors, so
feel free to stop by and say
hi anytime. Have a great
week!

Alpha Phi

E
T
Y

n
o

Kappa Alpha Theta

The ladies of Kappa

A
B

n

0

PIZZA CAFE

EX-LARGE
S9.99 1 TOPPING

1852 Country Club Blvd.
465-4877
405 E. Charter Way 943-2551
2532 E. Main Street 465-5464

\

CHINESE CUISINE

466-4108
To Go or Dine In

party trays available

Mon-Sat 11:00 am-9:00 pm
3202 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, CA 95204
one block «oulh of Alpine Ave.

v

©
p

Q
The ladies of Alpha
Phi would like to thank
Kappa Alpha Theta for
A
inviting us to their KickAlpha Kappa Phi
E
ball Classic. Congratu
A
lations to all our newly
The men of Alpha Kappa
initiated members! We Phi-Archania would like to Z
love you all! Thanks thank the ladies of Kappa ¥
goes out to our WRGC Alpha Theta for a great time E
regional representatives at the Kickball Classic. We A
for putting on a success had a wonderful time and
ful leadership confer hope everyone else did as E
ence. We had a great well. We are excited about T
time! Dad's day is com having our up coming ex E
ing up and we are all changes. Hope everyone P
very excited to have comes and has a great time.
0
tons of fun! We will also
We are almost done with
be selling Heart-o- school. Hang in there every
grams soon for our phil one. It is all about time man
anthropic activity. We agement. We hope everyone N
hope you all come out to has a great weekend and M
support us and the Al we'll see you soon!
A
pha Phi Foundation!
Have a great week!
Z ^ Z A B X A E O T

*FZArE4>rKAMNOI10PZ
HARRY * s
In the November

4 issue of The
Pacificon, the
attendance for
the South/West
Haunted house
was incorrectly
stated as 97. The
actual number
was 970.
We apologize for
the mistake and
any confusion it
may have caused.

n

Phi Delt's serve
Big Brothers

JOSEPH DE VERA

Senior Staff Writer

On Saturday October 23,
Phi Delta Theta celebrated
"National Make a Difference
Day" with the Big Broth
ers/Big Sisters organization.
Not only did they make a dif
ference in the lives of young
children, but they also helped
the needy in the Stockton
community with the collec
tion of canned food dona
tions.
Philanthropy Chair Jon
Kissida helped to organize
the event. Members of Phi
Delta Theta served as Big
Brothers for approximately 30
children. The fraternity and
kids broke up into several
groups and combed through
surrounding neighborhoods
asking for canned goods.
The collected items were
donated to the Delta Food
Bank. Well over 100 cans were
donated. Afterwards, Phi
Delta Theta escorted their lit
tle brothers /sisters to a Hal
loween party held at the

Atp

South Campus
_ r
loween party
Por
by CIP (Comm u
- ln
ment Program)- _
Br(
There, the
in
a
continued to enter'
en
teract with the eta1
PP
participated a.n<A
their little brother— m:
many fun games
ties, such as bobb i - ~
pies and a best cos
test. Food, s w e e t s ^ - *
were available as w *Matt Austin, a m «--n
Phi Delta Theta com m
"It was a lot of fu m "*
with the kids am something good for munity." Members o~ •
Brothers/Big Sister zation found the vol
to be very helpful am ~
siastic. Benjamin
Case Manager f o r B i g
ers/Big Sisters said,
an excellent day. 13 cr:
kids and the volunte e r
a lot of fun. WitHou t r >
ternity, the event woi
have been as success f _
was.

-

The Ladies of Alpha Phi
would like to congratulate
all of our newly initiated sisters
Stephanie Cantero
Cassandra Dulin
Jennifer Gillum
Jessie Malchik
Brianne Walterhouse

Sarah Class
Natalie Freeman
Courtney Gomas
Anne Praisewater
Jocelyn Walton
Dru Warmerdam

We love our new sisters!
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THE PACIFICAN
Women's Schedule
Nov. 15
Nov. 23
Nov. 26
Nov. 27
Dec. 1
Dec. 5
Dec 12
Dec. 18
Dec 20.
Dec. 28
Dec. 29
Jan. 2
Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan 14.
Jan. 21
Jan. 23
Jan. 27
Jan. 29
Feb. 4
Feb. 6
Feb. 11
Feb.13
Feb 18
Feb. 20
Feb. 25
Feb.27
Mar. 2
Mar. 4
Mar. 8-11

Lokomotiva Kosice
Gonzaga
vs. Marqutte
vs. Idaho/Oregon State
at Portland State
San Diego
NWBL Team (expo)
Bradley
Stanford
vs. Central Connecticut
vs. Montana/ UMBC
UNLV
San Jose State
at Sacramento State
North Texas
at New Mexico State
at Nevada
at Cal State Fullerton
at UC Irvine
Idaho
at Long Beach State
UC Santa Barbara
Cal Poly
at UC Santa Barbara
at Cal Poly
UC Irvine
Cal State Fullerton
Long Beach State
at BoiseState
at Big West Tournament

/

7 p.m.
5 p.m.
5 p.m.
5/7 p.m.
7 p.m.
3 p.m.
2 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
6:30/8:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
TBA

Men's Schedi-jl^

Nov. 13
Nov. 20
Nov. 23
Nov. 27
Nov. 29
Dec. 4
Dec. 5
Dec. 8
Dec. 18
Dec. 22
Dec. 30
Jan. 4
Jan. 8
Jan.13
Jan. 15
Jan.20
Jan.22
Jan. 27
Jan.29
Feb. 3
Feb. 5
Feb.10
Feb. 12
Feb. 17
Feb. 19
Feb. 24
Feb. 26
Mar. 2
Mar. 4
Mar. 9-11

Delta Jammers
at Santa Clara
Loyola Marymount
at California
Portland State
vs. Tennessee State
vs. Prairie View A&M / Hawaii
Cal State Stanislaus
Fresno State
at Texas-Pan America
Pepperdine
at Nebraska
San Diego State
at BoiseState
at Idaho
North Texas
New Mexico State
UC Santa Barbara (ESPN)
Cal Poly
at Cal State Fullerton
at UC Irvine
at Long Beach State
Nevada
Long Beach State
at Utah State
UC Irvine
Cal State Fullerton
at Cal Poly
at UCSanta Barbara
at Big West Conference Tournament

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Papajckn
'sPlzus®
toJoin usfbr
Invites
FREE
youPIZZA
and soft drinksata very speelalV.I.P.Party.
(frond Opening ofour new Ioration In Stoekton.
•

/

t>ate: Mcttdatj, November 15th
Ttme: 5:50 -?:$0p. to.
Where: $214 Paetfte Street 0&Alpine*)

hU

/

7^0p,
*30
*30

4/6D

7 pan. |

7;

7

7

7]
7pJ
7 p-m.

TBA
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he HSA attempts to clean up Stockton parks
?Pacifican
Three years ago,

the

long Student Association
>T
3

P-m| 5A) adopted Panella Park,
ich is located here in Stock7P.£|
BThe HSA members consis
4/6p

tently sacrifice their time on
Saturday mornings to clean
up the park.
On October 20, members of
the Hmong Student Associa
tion were invited to attend the
1999 Parks and Recreation
Volunteer and Employee

Recognition Awards Dinner,
which took place inside the
Stockton City Council Cham
ber. The club received three
outstanding awards for their
continuing efforts to clean up
Panella Park.
They received a certificate

of recognition from the Coun
ty of San Joaquin Board of Su
pervisors and California Dis
trict Senator Pat Johnson.

They also received the Resolu
tion Award from Stockton
Parks and Recreation Com
mission.

The road to business success in Japan
and China runs directly through Hawai'i.

MBA Degree
with a Focus on

Japan or China
AACSB-accredited MBA degree programs with
foreign language courses, cross-cultural
training, and an internship overseas.

|embers of the Hmong Student Association after a day of cleaning at Panella Park.

|oc. State

ontinued from page 7

pr stolen off of the stands as
brt of the protest. Students
Iso blockaded the entrance
J the State Hornet office.
David Sommers, editor-in
hief of the paper, justifies
unning the picture because
It was representative of the
krger issue." The larger issue
E that Mike Jaime, an alumus of CSUS, has called for a
fsk force to evaluate security

measures at these games.
Jaime has done this after he
and his son witnessed the
fight in which Chavez was in
volved. Sommers will appear
in court on Nov. 23 regarding
the lawsuit. The State Hornet
has been asked to turn over
materials about the story and
picture, and has refused.
This lawsuit coincided
with a trip by members of the
State Hornet to a National
College Media Convention in
Atlanta. When asked how the

lawsuit affected the trip,
Sommers responds, "conflict
sometimes brings people to
gether. Being in Atlanta, we
at least know we are not the
only paper in the country fac
ing problems such as this."
Other school newspapers
who face legal problems are
James Madison University in
Virginia. James Madison is
being sued for publishing
"obscenity" over the web on
a state affiliated server, the
school web page.

rhe Sacramento State Hornet senior staff meeting is a twice a week meeting used to evaluate
vtaff, discuss content and editorial's for the next week's issue.

• Core MBA and Advanced Japan- or Chinafocused courses
• Intensive business Japanese or business
Mandarin classes
• 12 months of course work in Hawaii's multina
tional environment
• Three-month internship in Japan or China
• AACSB-accredited MBA degree from the
University of Hawai'i
• Management Certificate from JAIMS (JapanAmerica Institute of Management Science)
• Extensive alumni network in Asia

We will be on the
University of the Pacific campus
on November 16.
For an appointment with
Assistant Dean Merrianne Bieler
or further information, contact us at:
bieler@cba.hawaii.edu

Tel: (808) 956-2490 Fax: (808) 956-9890
The Japan-focused and Cliina-focused MBA degree
programs are a cooperative venture of
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

The University oj Hawai 'i is
an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.

31
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A female veteran
reflects on life in
the military
PRISCILLA SILVERY

Guest Writer

I have always been fasci
nated with uniforms. I can
remember growing up in
San Bernardino, California
near Norton Air Force Base,
seeing Air Force and
Marines all over the down
town area. I always won
dered how I'd look in a uni
form and decided when I
grew up I was going to join
the Air Force and see the
world! The flightpath for the
C-141's and C-5's was over
our house and for me that
was the beginning of my
wanderlust and yearning for
far away places.
I graduated from high
school, Junior College and
entered UCLA. I finished
one quarter and literally
walked out of class and
signed up with an Air Force
recruiter. My family was in
shock. My mother said "I
have eight boys and my only
girl goes in the military!"
The anticipation of excit
ing experiences and new
people had my head reeling.
My first tour of duty was at
home: Norton AFB, it was a
disappointment at first, but I
soon enjoyed spending my
first tour in my hometown
with my family. I eventually
got orders to several over
seas bases and retired over
seas.
My job was an Inventory
Management specialist and
later as Logistic Supervisor.
Purchasing everything from
nuts and bolts to special dassi fied aircraft components,
office supplies to foods and
furniture were some of the
numerous commodities I
have handled.
Working as a contract or
dering officer in foreign mil
itary sales purchasing was
the ultimate challenge. I in
teracted and coordinated
with many non-U.S. dvilian
and military people. Most

times they were taken aback
to see a female non-commis
sioned officer taking charge
and issuing directives. I was
challenged at times, with re
solving conflicts arising out
of culturally diverse and
stereotypical attitudes about
women's roles the work
place. Overall, I enjoyed my
career and was deeply sad
dened that downsizing had
taken its toll and I, like many
others, had to retire.
Life overseas is very dif
ferent, it could even be a cul
ture shock. I learned a little
German and some Italian;
this gesture helped me in
many instances to communi
cate and break dow barriers
of mistrust.
American holidays were
the perfect time to go to the
local markets and have fun
shopping for unique and in
teresting gifts. I have quite a
collection of items from all
over Europe. All of them
have special meaning and
memories.
I entered the Air Force
during the Vietnam Era and
retired after serving during
Desert Storm. I saw the
Berlin Wall come down due
to the efforts of the military
personnel.
I've been assigned to four
bases that have closed. I
served tours of duty in Ger
many, Italy, England, Texas,
Colorado and California
where I grew up.
As one of nine children of
migrant farm workers, I
grew up in Southern Califor
nia not realizing I was poor.
Now, I know I am: but I feel
rich in lifes experiences.
I am proud to be a female
veteran, and even prouder to
be included in a group of
great American veterans! For
those who have made the ul
timate sacrifice our nation
takes time to pause and pay
homage. Wave the flag!
Those red stripes symbolize
it all!

Downtown Stockton is
currently undergoing a
CHELSEA SIME
Staff Writer
What currently represents a
sort of crime haven to many lo
cal residents will soon repre
sent fun and liveliness. The
downtown Stockton area, in
dramatic deterioration since it
was last known as the center of
town excitement, has already
begun its makeover process
and will only improve in the
years to come. Many renova
tions of current buildings and
sites are planned along with
freshly added structures,
which most prominently in
cludes a new movie theatre.
According to Roger Storey,
deputy city manager of Stock
ton, "The downtown area has
been on hard times for many
years. What used to be a major
center has had the life sapped
out of it as the town expanded.
The crime has earned thearea a
very negative reputation, but
we are working to turn all of
that around."
Besides the eighteen-screen
plus one IMAX movie theatre,
the downtown restoration pro-

lif

ject includes renovation of the ing property^ ^ r ?r°?
Hntel
Hotel Stockton. Adjacent foke much lomj,
neighborhoods and parks are
.
also reaping the benefits of this struction.
With an es11M a edC:
project. Crime in the neighbor
ing area is being relinquished tion date of
due to extra efforts put forth by this project is sur®
wide effects. "Cu rrenth
the city police department.
Storey hopes that the begin simply a work iri prof
ning stages of this project will it's not yet really n place:
dents toenji
raise communal
higfrlv
Because
the
support. Overall,
mend taii
he wishes that
building
time to to;
"the private sec
project
and 1 °ok
tors would step
change t
included
up to plate and
being
help the down renovating pre
town in the same existing prop Storey- Frei
and sophc
way public in
this yeaiwi
erty;
the
vestment is al
the opporta
ready occurring."
process will
check out
The entire reno
take
much
pleted pr
vation procedure
fore
then
longer.
is estimated to
tion date.
cost approximateIf you find yours;'lii
ly $38 million; and while major
corporations have already downtown area, thcs
been helpful, the project com wish to admire the pre
mittee does need the reassur building steps may ccr
ance of private monetary sup Downtown Stockton A
Storey, personally, w;
port.
Because the building project "more than happy to grt
includes renovating pre-exist- to anyone interested

AStlJOP
Tour and Luncheon at the

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13TH
Meet at 8:30 a.m. Burns Tower

Carpool

Only $10 for students with current ASUOP I.D.

Sign-up in the ASUOP office soon.
Space is limited!

A

iAr
CAROL WHITE
A & E EDITOR
A&E@THEPACIFICAN.COM

Movie Review

The

PI

A&E

A C I F I C A N

Save yourself from the dead tragedy
STEPHANIE DODSON
Staff Writer

"Bringing Out The Dead"
|Director: Martin Scorsese
Starring: Nicolas Cage and
Patricia Arquette
V:,. ;:R
Rated R

•
Hop in an ambulance with
Nicolas Cage and cruise
around New York City's Hell's
Kitchen. It may appear as
though it would be an inter
esting ride, but the only way
to describe it is boring. Martin
Scorsese directs Cage in this
depressing film about three
nights in the life of a para
medic. After seeing this movie
you'll never want to call an
ambulance, even if you're near
death.
Cage portrays Frank Pierce,
an alcoholic, overworked,
over stressed ambulance dri
ver who is at the breaking
point. He's haunted by Rose, a
teenage girl that he accidently

killed while trying tohelp her.
He sees her face in everyone
he passes, from a pregnant
hooker to a homeless man.
This adds a slight eeriness to
the otherwise dramatic film.
We meet Frank on a Thurs
day night when he and his
partner Larry, (John Good
man) get a call for a cardiac ar
rest patient. The cardiac pa
tient's estranged daughter
Mary, (Patricia Arquette) be
comes a welcomed distraction
for Frank from his work as he
runs into her frequently in the
film. Their "connection" is
odd and doesn't materialize
into anything worth watching.
The second night becomes
more lively when Frank's
partner for the night, Marcus
(Ving Rhames), takes the dri
ver's seat to save an overdose
victim. Marcus, a strong Chris
tian, convinces all of the
drugged out rave dancers that
Jesus brought the boy back
from the dead.
Frank's third co-pilot is
Walls (Tom Sizemore), whose

10. Extra foot of concrete
placed under the floor of
Spanos Center
9. School spirit is at an
all-time high with over
102 students showing
UOP pride
Nicolas Cage brings his star power to "Bringing out the
Dead" as an EMT
violent tendencies are sad and to be a hero and save people
alarming. Walls beats up poor from death. Later, Frank is giv
Noel (Marc Anthony), a street en the chance to save Cy in an
person who's crazy, in a brutal overdone and gruesome
and infuriating scene.
scene.
Another interesting charac
There are not many positive
ter is Cy (Cliff Curtis), Mary's things in this long and drawn
drug dealer who gives Frank out film. Scorsese's attempt to
drugs to calm his nerves. Dur recapture the night life of New
ing Frank's "trip," he halluci York found in his previous
nates that he is pulling dead film "Taxi Driver" crashes and
people from the ground, burns.
See Movie, page 15
which reveals Frank's desire

Widespread Panic calms the nerves
Staff Writer

I cannot help but want to
review CD s that I personaly would listen to on a regubasis...that would just
make things way too easy

and of course, way too fun.
However, I have applied a
little of my personal reasoning to why I think I like this
CD, where in an everyday
situation, I may just pass by
this one in a stack of CDs or
in a music store.

There will be "Widespread Panic Til the Medicine Takes"

Top Ten
Top Ten signs
basketball season
is ready to go at
UOP

CD Review

LARA ZAMANSKY

THE PACIFICAN
NOVEMBER 11, 1999
PAGE 13

This compact disc actually
reminds me of one of my
friends who just adores this
type of music and had at one
time a really big collection
that sounds similar to it in
sound and style. Everything
in my friend's collection
varies from "Toad the Wet
Sprocket," "The Dave
Matthews Band," to the
"Bare Naked Ladies."
Before I met him, I never
really listened to this laidback, mellow, slightly alter
native music, yet if listened
to in the right mood and set
ting, I found that it can be
very sensual and intense.
I am now going to let you
have a chance to appreciate
new things as I introduce the
newest edition to the "Wide

spread Panic" collection.
The group of guys that
make up "Widespread
Panic" have defintely been
making a huge name for
themselves as they have
been touring the country
and continuously showing
their fans
what they
do best:
make music.
John Bell, John Her
mann, Michael Houser,
Todd Nance, Domingo S.
Ortiz and Dave Schools are
definitely all artists as they
have six albums under
their belts and now their
latest success is entitled
'"Til The Medicine Takes."
The group has taken a
little change in their style
of production. The secret

See CD Review, page 16

8. Sorority girls looking
their best in order to
"congratulate" the men's
team on another victory
7. Power Cat looking a
little more aggressive
than usual
6. ESPN trying to
remember exactly where
Stockton is
5. The Pep Band has their
game faces on and their
instruments all shined up
and ready to go
4. Tiger Ice Hockey
doesn't exist anymore
3. Just seems to be a lot
more really tall people
walking around campus
as of late
2. NBA eagerly awaiting
their next # 1 draft pick to
come from UOP
1. College football
season is almost over, but
I guess that wouldn't
matter here at good of
UOP
Compiled by
Carol White

Movie

^

Continued from K ye]

Cage s Aaracter ^
develops and is
- r 7s"
to watch. Fral*/^
pressing and on
fc^ «
to,"..oshov-

<**

iKSS&i"* *->

Suffering from the shock of finding two kegs in Raymond Great Hall, one of The Pacifican's photographers snapped this
picture at an intoxicating angle. Senior Peter Adams, pictured, brought the kegs to attention and posed for the photo
graph. The kegs, banned pom the UOP campus, were part of a wedding reception held last Saturday.

UOP Theatre

The Dying Gaul lives Friday
the struggles of an aspiring
Hollywood screenwriter,
Robert, played by senior Joe
Each year the faculty of the Gallina, who suddenly finds
Theatre Arts department sits himself tangled in a web of
down to select a variety of deceit and destruction when
plays and musicals that he meets producing mogul
represent the many abilities and confidant, Jeffrey,
and interests that students played by senior Anthony
hold.
Richardson, while working
This year the range of pro with his psychiatrist, Dr. Foss,
ductions selected varies from played by junior Adam Bute,
an ancient Greek tragedy to a to overcome the death of his
1940's American musical lover. Robert writes what he
classic and a contemporary believes to be his greatest
play that attacks social issues script to date. He proposes
and phenomenon head o® the script to Jeffrey and the
and with a vengeance.
two begin working on
Traditionally theatre has remaking this new and very
been a vehicle used to personal script, also called
discover and discuss change The Dying Gaul, into a
in a society to chronicle the movie.
struggles of others beneath
Their working relationship
the watchful eyes of a critical is soon transformed into a
audience and to use those heated sexual affair that
images to bring about change causes the eventual undoing
in our own society.
of Jeffrey's wife, Elaine,
Theatre, and the arts in played by sophomore, Nicole
general are
expected to Duffie. In a fit of rage Elaine
push the envelope to make us plots to destroy the bond
think about things in new and between the two men and in
unforeseen ways. This is ex the process destroys herself
actly what Craig Lucas's "The as well. The play is littered
Dying Gaul" does for us.
with explicit sexual refer
The Dying Gaul chronicles ences and a brilliant use of
MOLLY RIDDLE

Guest Writer

language by playwright
Craig Lucas. It is a serious
drama and should be remem
bered as such from anyone
who is considering coming.
The Dying Gaul tackles
some serious issues in an up
front manner and is not for
those looking for a gentle
night of laughter and raised
spirits.
Conversely, however, the
play will inspire you to think
about things in a new way, to
look at various issues facing
our society and understand
them more fully and to
examine your own life and
think how wonderful it is,
comparatively. It does what
good theatreshould intend to
do and that is—it makes us
think.
The Dying Gaul will open
on November 12,1999 at 8:00
p.m. in the DeMarcus Brown
Studio Theatre. The show will
continue the 13,19 and 20 at
8.00 p.m. and the 14 and 21 at
5.00 p.m.
Tickets are $10, $5 for UOP
students, staff and faculty,
and can be obtained by call
ing the UOP box office at 9462UOP,

from dying of bor^,
the humor and
Rhames brought to ti ledu
ter of Marcus. As rieswj
talks the 911 dispatcrt : •
forget for a brief
dreary and grim tine
One other minor -c
aspect is seeing Marc -Anthe
the Latin singing sensafc
portraying a very umquej
eccentric character,
amazing to know tha :
act as well as He can singE
sides these two tiny parts,,,
is a movie to skip unlessy

The Pacifican is hiring!
Applications for copy editors, news s t a ff
and photographers can be picked up in
our office located in Hand Hall. For mo
information, call 946-2115.
STOCKTON LOAN

•S|3« and

JEWELRY
"We don't want all the business,
just yours"
Open 10am-6pm
Sunday 10-4pm
Closed on Wednesdays
4227 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, CA 95207
Tel 209-954-9128
209-954-0128

ONE HOUR

Tacos (chicken/steak) .79*
Margaritas 1.99

Wednesday Night
4-10 pm

$3 off

Comforters
and
*
Dry Cleaning j^j
with $12 order or more

209.477.4321

Cuervo(iold Margaritas :
Pacifico Beer 2.50
Bucket of four Pacifico*-»
Domestic Draft Beer1/5
Select Appetizers 1.50

Tuesday Night
4-10 pm

$1.10 Shirts

Robinhood Plaza
Robinhood & Pacific

Monday Nigh1
Football
4 10 pm

^

Baja Corona Zona F ish TacoCoronas or Pina toladas 2 25

Happy Hour
Specials
Tuesday Friday 4 8 pm
Select Appetizers I SO
Well Drinks 2.50
House Chablis 2 so
Domestic Draf t Beer 1,75

957 6«9I
7593 W. Marc h I n

n

ENTERTAINMENT.

I NOVEMBER 11, 1999

Restaurant Review

Local Music. Baby!

Podesto's isn't just a store
HOLLY CACCIAPACLIA

Staff Writer

Podesto's Deli
104 Lincoln Center
951 0234
open Seven days a week
8am-8pm

Podesto's has a lot more to
offer than just groceries. They
have an extensive deli that of
fers items such as your basic
sandwiches, macaroni, potato
and fruit salads as well as
lasagna, tortellini salad, bean
salad, potato wedges and fried
foods.
Podesto's deli also offers a
large variety of desserts such as
cookies, cakes, eclairs and tarts.
If their baked desserts don't
whet your appetite there is a
Ben & jerry's Ice cream shop
right out in front.
For lunch, my friend and I
split a turkey sandwich with
Monterey Jack on a Dutch
crunch roll. To order a sand
wich at Podesto's you need to
fill out a piece of paper mark

CD Review•

Continued from page 13
behind Widespread Panic's
new album is their empha
sis on singing and the writ
ing of their songs.
The words of a song can
connect a listener within a
matter of seconds and the
singing of the words can ei
ther send the listener deeper
and deeper into their present
mood or uplift their soul as
the words sink into their
hearts. As always, the more
powerful, the better the

ing everything that you want long that I never end up eating
on your sandwich.
my sandwich.
Then you give it to one of the
Podesto's has a number of
many workers behind the deli. cute little tables outside the
It seems to be a very efficient store. This eating area is sur
way to get sandwiches made prisingly quaint considering it
right. Their sandwiches run overlooks the parking lot.
about $4.50. Tosave some mon
I give Podesto's 4 chefs for
ey, you could take a chance at speed, 4 chefs for service, 5
what you'll get and order their chefs for atmosphere,4 and 1/2
hodge podge sandwich.
chefs for taste, and 3 chefs for
I also tried a spinach torta price because although some of
and a zucchini torta. They were their items are cheap, many of
on sale that day for .59 cents their salads are rather expen
each. If you've never had a tor sive per pound. I give
ta before, you might want to Podesto's an overall rating of 4
try it. Tortas are typically made chefs.
with cheese, egg and some
If you are getting sick of
green vegetable. Podesto's cuts your fast food options and sick
theirs into square pieces.
of the ordinary sandwich deli,
My friend and I also tried go visit Podesto's.
their fried potato
wedges. These
are a great deal
because they're
tasty, they're fill
ing and they're
cheap. We got 7
of them for
about a dollar.
Sometimes I can
munch on pota
to wedges for so Podesto's Deli makes a mean sandwich.
reception of the listener.
According to description
given
by
John
Bell,
head
vocal
ist and

a costume party where we're
visiting all these multiple
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personalities as a band."
Their original style has
not dis
ap
peared,
but the
band is
now

The Medicine Takes" has just
shot up the adrenaline level

What Randy
Deems
RANDY DEEMS

Staff Writer

The nooner next week
will be filled by the local
hardcore band "Crypt Or
chid." So if you're into the
hardcore or metal scene at
all, be sure to check them
out. I've listened to the
band's two-song demo and
I was really impressed.
These guys are good, so
even if you think you're not
into this type of music,
check it out anyway.
Tomorrow night is Ska
Night at the Seifert Center.
Come check out five great
ska bands from all over
Northern California. The
show is headlined by the
Bammie Award winning
band Monkey.
Also on the bill is UOP's
own Section H. The Seifert
center is located at 128 W.
Ben Holt, and for those a bit

to no end.
It is interesting how one
person can make just a sim
ple difference in your life by
changing your perspective
on something, and it may
not leave you with anything
gigantic or earthshaking. But
don't underestimate the
power of a good mood. A
smile from ear to ear goes a
long way in regard to results.
If anyone is interested in
a little roadtrip, their next
concert is on November 12,
1999, in Boston, Massachu
setts.

paranoid about Stockton, it
is a very safe place. The
show starts at
8 p.m.
and costs $6. For more info
and directions go to www.
sectionh. com.
I want to thank those of
you who actually read this
and go to shows. Hopefully,
in the near future we can
earn a reputation as a cam
pus that is a really cool
place to play.
There is still a lot of work
to be done, and most of it
just involves people step
ping out of their routines to
see if live music is some
thing they can enjoy. We all
know the wide scope of ex
perimentation students en
gage in as part of college
life.
What's one more?
Go see a show, you might
like it.
Support live music at
UOP!

HOLIDAY
C I N E M A
6262 West Lane
—

Bargain Matinees in ()
Advance Ticket Sales
Available at the Box Office

The Messenger:

The Story of Joan of Arc -R
** No Passes **
Daily: (1:15,4:00.5:00) 7:05,8:00,10:15
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:15)

The Omega Code - PG13
** No Passes **
Daily: (2:50.5:15) 7:30.9:50
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:25)

The Bone Collector - R
** No Passes **
Daily: (2:05,4:50) 7:35.10:10
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:25)

The House on Haunted Hill - R
Daily: (2:30,4:45) 7:15.9:45
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:50)

,-g $#€8t

•jTSlJi
(209) 474-7470
1000 W. RobinhoodDr.

At Pacific

Live Practice Offer'!!

Buy one Large Pizza at menu price
Get 2n
2nd Large One Topping Pizza for $5.00

PACIFIC AVE BOWL
5939 Pacific Ave.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
FROM 10PM TO 1AM
*1100 PER PERSON
477-0267

8

955 5680

The Sixth Sense - PG 13
Daily: (2:15,4:45) 7:20,9:55
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:45)

Fight Club - R
Daily: (4:15) 9:40

Double Jeopardy - R
Daily: (2:35,5:05) 7:40. 10:05
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:00)

Three Kings - R
Daily: (1:45) 7:10

Friday - Thursday
02-11/

1

ARTS
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The
Senior
Spin-off
AL£X
ZAMANSKY
News Editor

I

)

There is a
haven over
yonder hill and this village
is known as the mecca for
those who can't gamble in
Reno. It's called Jackson.
Despite the rumor that all
Jackson is is a place of Indi
ans wantingrevenge on the
white man through the use
of legal gambling, there is a
great multitude of fun to be
had there. Except for the
awful fact that there are no
"beverages" served at this
fine institution and that
smoking is allowed, there is
a relaxed and easy atmos
phere by which losing mon
ey becomes easier and more
enjoyable.
There seems to be an in
teresting feature on eleva
tors in hotels these days. If
you "happen" to press all
the floor buttons at one
time, all the lights on the
buttons turn off. A safety
factor I guess against ruffi
ans prancing about late at
night pressing all the but
tons. Imagine if such a thing
were to happen, in which
all the buttons were pushed
and someone got on the ele
vator. They would literally
have no choice in stopping
at every floor. Geez, sucks
to be them. Judging from
my latest trip to Atlanta, I
think that's a definite no-no.
What is the deal with the
water here? I have been all
over the state north and
south, east and west and I
have never tasted water so
bad. There seems to be a
soft, yet mineral taste that
leaves a bad taste in your
mouth. I don't understand.
Maybe it is all those chem
istry professors dumping
their solutions down the
drain after finding that the
color in the test tube didn't
turn blue.

THE TVfcClFic

Horoscopes

Aquarius
(January 20 to February 18)
Long^febw pfahjbtng could
have yon shortsighted when it
comes (P action. Live in themoment, and the restshopld follow
suit.

Gemini
une 20)
essential.
yPCCTiWaJ inside,
^disfrjction to

(March 21 to April 19)
Watch vottr steps, leaps and
bounds:,Garefuliy consider any
make sure
you nave anackuRiplan for a
/eek is a 5.
safety ntesi

(February 19 to March 20)
Thoughts-Come tpsypu with an
'our abilend less
allows
ity to sl^
any situyou to stand fall
vis a9.
ationJ

Cancer

ugust 22)
cornered.
aVe te witch your
you deem
opriate.
a 5.

abeeenisn't wan|Stopping
is essential.

This week fs a 6.

Libra

Sagittarius

Scorpio

(September 23to October 22)
The potential to be tried has
been placed
iu. Welcome it as
can, as it
tests you (
loose to
play the game. This #eek is an 8.

(October 23 to November 21)
Your abilities to intellectualize
ute debut,
You ensure
rts are as
wise on the street as ttiey are m
the classroom. Thisweek is a 10.

All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

Liza changed her mind
about telling Jake that Adam
fathered Colby.
David
demanded Edmund give
him the directorship as a
way of thanking him for
saving Gillian.

Unaware that "Hope"
(Princess Gina) was faking
being under hypnosis, Marlena was stunned when
"Hope" made an allusion to
something she and John did
before he married Marlena.

(November 22 to December 21)
While you spend time looking
over all of the.detailS/be wary of
being blind to that which is obvi
ous. Do not overlook important
is a 4.
things. Thist

General
Hospital
Tony suspected Stefan and
Laura poisoned Helena.
Faison admitted to Felicia
that he had Anna killed.
Mac told Helena she's the
prime suspect in Katherine's
death.

•Model open daily

'Park - like setting

856 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207
For reservations call: (209) 477-6128

•Fireplaces
•pool/spa

Lunch: 11:30-2:00 pm • Dinner: 5:00-10:00 pm
Closed Sunday

Study at...O
mm**

!

Jr>

*C<hiw and visit our new location at Weberstmvn Mall!*
Ojwn <>um ~ I0|iin Monday tJii il Friday
Rum — lfl|un Saturday and Similar

3226 Pacific Ave 466-6333

must bring coupon

you

e rout^

1o.

Virgo

SCREENPRINTING

I

tons to
tions m
to be um

Capricorn

to January 19)

Disci
feels as if
and you are leai
this arena; Com
to a cresi

vervone

- valuable

charge i

tion rise
week is ; 9.

The Young am<
the Restless

Brad made a decisic:
about the information He H
regarding Victor's sperr
Ashley
continued
to
anticipate when she arJ
Cole would have their fir?:
child.

Best Value!
Best Location!!

I TEAM LEGENDSI
i

(August 23i^Ptembe:22i
ives you

f

Grouse Run Apartments

must bring coupon

7?

s t dv t,»t*

4738 Grouse Run Drive • (2091957-6710

When you and your study group
come in you will receive a FREE
first round of brewed coffee.

M"y

Consider a Career
in Pharmacy

'Unique 1,2 & 3
bedrooms

Dedicated to the finest and freshest in Italian Cuisine.

I

tAp.iu(ue.

Leo

(Jursfc21|uly 22)
Keepi
sures that
der toward
to consicfi

Taurus

Aries

Pisces

EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!

*

BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN

JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

far lynr feet* of pharmacy (ftarm.9 )
it aa »S«s« at4 tine tS6t«t—afowia; yo«,
tarpirtt ftst itptt mi raw <6* werfcforee
tl* tttortra in* posiit. far a*ricsfa,T>
yoa m'tti truly etpowtt to dated ttftnotcn.
mt faculty art dtfotn) to your tucctts.

Oar bnobU m* IM-aot castas it fitimfit,
Henna, jot IS mitt mtnmt et thomo,
tawoT-tlit-ari hd»o« and a crmpui
(Jrugwd for health yrtiearoRt Hudson—t tru
model ol the team appwasl! » health orr im
aStr you patott, kitm ollert moedftit job
tfftmttm lor pharmacs#.

Visit us on the web at
<www.midwestern.edu>
or call us at 888/247-9277

ENTERTAINMENT.
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List your event in The Pacifcan's calendar FREE. Call Carrie Fox at 946-2115 and leave details of your event.

MOVIES
wmv.movies.com

pP Movie: American Pie @
L in the McCaffrey Theatre
Nov. 5
kll
The Bachelor
cificHour Music: Jim Stub- The Insider
r 22)
Ifield Group from 12p.m. - The Messenger: The Story
you
of Joan of Arc
>I!ec. || Iv. 12
Man
on the Moon
freis
)P Symphony Orchestra @
hers.
i.FayeSpanosHall.
Nov-12
)P Movie: Boogie Nights @ Anywhere But Here
|m. (13th & 14th).
Dogma
,'.12.13.19.:
Ride With the Devil
Dying Gaul @ 8p.m. in the
(Marcus Brown Studio The- Nov. 19
!. Tickets call: 946-2116.
Sleepy Hollow
14.21
Tumble Weeds
s Dying Gaul ® 5p.m. in the The World is Not Enough
iMarcus Brown Studio Thek Tickets call: 946-2116.
Nov 24
Toy Story 2
fUOP Presents: Tour of the Anna and the King
nchester Mystery House, End of Days
ets/Questions: 946-22.33.
Flawless
cific Hour Music: Crypt Or[id from 12p.m. to1p.m.
JP Movie: Eyes Wide Shut @
km. (20th & 21st).

:

THEATRE
wmv.theatre.com

Sept. - Nov. 5
r

GARLI2
6- t! O T H <r 6

ALL IMTKEEJ
* Monday Night Only
Includes Steak, Scampi, Tri-Tip, Salmon, Pork Chops Etc.

PizzA

t Tuesday Night Only
In House Only (Excludes Holidays)

Weekdays 4

- 6

pm

Special Prices on drinks and appetizers

>EM Fpft

luNch

AMd

AO*AO'y
AOVAOV AO V
The Ladies of Alpha Phi Present

wootneEt eonssEME

1 / 2 PRicE

State
11/26: San Francisco - The
Great American Music Hall
Nov 14
Lodi. Dmitri Matheny and Or
chestra present a Tribute to
www.music.com
Gershwin @ 3p.m. in Hutchins
Nov. 6
Street
Square. Tickets call: 209Stockton. Natalie Cole @ the Nov. 1-6
333-6782.
Fox Theatre 7:30 p.m. Tickets: San Francisco Jazz Festival.
Nov. 26
209-464-4FOX.
Tickets call: 415-398-5655.
San Francisco; Ghiradelli
Nov 6
Square. Tree Lighting Ceremo
Sept. - Nov 14
Oakland. Eclipse:Celestial Bod ny @ 6 p.m. Tickets: 415-775San Jose. Annie @ the Ameri ies House Party. Tickets call:
can Musical Theatre of San Jose. 887-467-5299. Price: $20 (pre- 5500.
Tues. - Fri. 8p.m., Sat. 2p.m. & sale) & $25 (at door).
8p.m. and Sun. 2p.m. & 7pm. Nov 10
SPORTS
Prices: $40 - $55.
San Francisco. Band: House of
Nov 17 - Ian. 7
Large Sizes. Tickets call: 510- Men's Water Polo vs. Stanford
Berkeley. The Beauty Queen of 601-0431.
at Kjeldsen Pool,12 p.m.
Leenane @ the Berkeley Repor
tory Theatre. Tues. - Sat. 8p.m., Nov 11-26
Saturday 11/13/99
Wed. 7p.m. and Sun. 2p.m. & Planet Extreme Adventure Film Men's Basketball vs. Delta Jam
7p.m. Price: $33- $48.50.
Festival toHighlight the Adren mers at Spanos Center, 7 p.m.
Nov 19 - Dec. 26
aline-Pumped World of Ex
Sunday 11/14/99
San Francisco. Cabaret @ the treme Sports.
Curran Theatre. Tues. - Fri. 11 /11: Santa Cruz - UCSC
Men's Water Polo vs. California
8p.m., Sat. 2p.m. & 8p.m. and 11/13: Fairfax (Marin) - 19 at Kjeldsen Pool, 12 p.m.
Sun. 2p.m. Prices: $34 - $75.
Broadway
Monday 11/15/99
Sept.-Nov 21
11 /17: Sacramento - CSUS
Women's Basketball vs. LokoSan Jose. Desire Under the 11/20: Chico - Chico State
Elms @ the San Jose Repertory 11/21: Humboldt - Humboldt motiba Kosice at Spanos Cen
Theatre. Tues. - Sat. 8p.m., Wed.
ter, 7 p.m.
Berkeley. Gaileo@ theBerkeley 12p.m., Sat. 3p.m. and Sun.
Reportory Theatre. Tues., Th., 2p.m. & 7p.m. Prices: $16- $32.
Fri. 8p.m., Wed. 7p.m. and Sun
2p.m. & 7p.m. Prices: $33 - MUSIC/
$48.50.
ENTERTAINMENT

diNNER

Reservations Available at 474.6585
6629 Embarcadero Drive • Stockton
One mile west of I-5 at Ben Holt exit

^

rr

( - 0 -_j GRAMS

d
HEART<

W Heart-Attack Gram

Heart -0- Gram ^

includes a cookie Br card

$1.00

Kisses Included

^

$2.00

AII proceeds to benefit Cardiac Care
Available for purchase November 15-19
in the McCaffrey Center
Deliveries will be made on November 22

AO¥AO¥AO¥AO¥AO¥
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At

Basketball

Continued from page 20
game with seven points, three
rebounds and three assists.
"Tom Cockle practiced
well all last week," Thomason
said. "He's slender, quick and
can really score in a variety of
ways. He is a natural two
guard."
Kraitene was led by center
Donata Sabaliauskas, who
chipped in a game high 21
points on 8-17 shooting, in
cluding four from down
town.
The Tigers out-rebounded
Kraitene 36-27 and out-assist
ed them 29-10, paced on the
boards by Marvel who pulled
down six boards followed
closely by sophomore guard
Nathan Davis who had four.
"Our rebounding has been
a concern in the past,"
Thomason said. "We need to
be more physical this year.
Hopefully it will surface as
the team blossoms."
The proficient rebounding
was a welcome surprise for
the Tigers, who lost returning
rebounding leader Tim John
son for the season while he re
covers from foot surgery.
"The loss of Timmy has af
fected our depth," Thomason
said. "His surgery went per-

Sophomore Nathan Davis floats like a butterfly for his team.

fectly. He should be full
strength by next year. Allow
ing him a recovery period is
good for him and good for the
team."
The "glass man" of the
game award, however, went
to guard Tomas Rimkus of
Kraitene, who grabbed eight
to go along with his teamleading three assists.
Pacific returns to action

with its second and final exhi
bition game against the Delta
Jammers on Saturday, No
vember 13 before opening
their regular season on the
road against Santa Clara.
"I like the nucleus,"
Thomason said. "I like the
kids this year. We have a great
future, they are a great build
ing block for the future of this
program."

Last Friday at West Lane
Bowl, the Intramural De
partment enjoyed a day of
great bowling. The partici
pation results were impres
sive with 13 team entries,
including a Women's
bracket to compliment the
tournament. The Bowling
Bears topped the Women's
competition, while Kilusan
headed the Men's league.
In the individual bracket,
Ryan Himeda beat out the
competition to claim the ti
tle. A BIG congratulations
to all our winners and par
ticipants for an outstand
ing turnout.
The intramural volley
ball standings as of

44 YEARS of QUA!
"Manrtvt"

Palm Readings $5.00

Gaftfomici ^

944-5854
1119 L Harding Way

SAN FELIPE
6RILL

1999-2000

• Whole Rotisserie Chicken

w/Beans, Rice, Saisa & Tortillas

• Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
• World's First Oyster Burrito
• Grilled Garlic I rrawns
• Black Beans
• Carne Asada (grilled steak)
• Camitas (roast pork)
All Natural Beet, Chicken and Pork.

SERS0II PREUIEUPS

The livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds without the use of
growth hormones or antibiotics.

We use only 100% canola oil, not
hydrogenated. 50% lower in saturated fat
than soybean oil, peanut, or olive oil.

SEE CEOTERSECTIOII
Mike Preston rises as the season kicks off.

Carbon Rod (3-0)
Phi Delt (3-0)
Co-Rec A: Profusio
(2-0)
Co-Rec B: Bumpy
Kanaheles ( 2 - 0 )
Women's: Delta Ga
<3-°>
« ,
The 3-on-3 Baskf
Tournament will be
this Saturday in the!
Gym. Entries for the
holiday 5-on-5 Tot
ment will be ojoerria
November 15 for t
who are interested. 0;
i c 1 r \ r a f o H 1T"1 f ~ F

Anna' ^ fsyotiio
faf* And CafM ^eAd'.nc

Drive Thru Espresso

sooo

11/5/99 are as follow
4-Person A.: Va-Dt^
4-Person B: Inani^

Catering Now Available!

PHONE ORDERS

952-6261
4601
Pacific Ave.
(one block south of March Lane)

From the Ranch t
Stockton'< l.tv. >riu I I.lfl!
AM Natural Beef arw p
We use 100% ground fresh
The livestock is fed the :
natural feeds without
growth Hormones ©s ant r-

Breast of Chicken Sand*
Marinated Carved from the 5

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sand*
from our Wood Burning O

Rotisserie Roasted BreaTurkey Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand art Apple
Smoked Bacon

Always fresh
Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Fish Sandwich
on Sourdough Bun

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters and Chi
Freshly Steamed Artichol
Garlic Mashed Potatoe

Salads

Fresh Squeezed Lemonai
Real Ice Cream Milkshak
"STOCKTON'S BI S'
FAST FOOD CAR

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
AT M. VISA Discover & Master
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Sideline

• Women's Volleyball•
L fifth-ranked Pacific women's volleyball team improved to 23-2 overall
Big West) with a 15-9,15-5,15-10 sweep overCal Poly (17-7,9-5) on Satiav, Mov. 6. Celebrating his birthday, Head Coach John Dunning earned
h career victory, senior outside hitter Elsa Stegemann (Santa Cruz,
i) led Pacific offensively with a match high 20 kills and Tracy Chambers
115. Sophomore outside hitter Jamie Hamm (Bellevue, Neb.) threw in
°U'S;
e kills for theTigers, while also notching19 digs in the winning effort,
*«a»e( e Mustangs led early 8-4 in the first game, but theTigers went on a 5-0 run
dheld on for a 15-9 win. Their momentum continued as they quickly built
O)
[-2 lead in game two, culminating in a 15-5final score,
e third and final game proved to be the toughest for the Tigers but they
Jsiou | ew it into high gear and still finished with a victory by the score of 15-10.
e Tigers travel to Utah State on Nov. 11 for their next conference match,
e match is slated for a 7 p.m. MT starting time.
3y
• Men's Water Polo •
Gad - mostly up and sometimes down season for Tiger polo continued with a
ekend symbolic of their whole season.
(•Saturday, Ptydng at Santa Barbara, sixth-ranked Pacific (13-8,3-4 Mounsketfc 4 PacificSports Federation)defeated #8 UCSanta Barbara (9-10,2-4
beli SF) 8-7. The Tigers were led by senior Gabe Esposto and junior Brett
with two goals each. Chris Lund, Andrew Tri, Karl Thanning and
he M|
phenom Edward Wisniewski all chipped in with goalsof their
thep
-I lay later roles were reversed as the Tigers (13-9) were upset by number 7
jperdine (9-11)8-6 on Sunday, Nov. 7at Malibu. Gabe Espostoonce again
B the team with three goalsand goalkeeper Luke Ratto had nine saves. The
wraps up next weekend with home games against perennial powers
Omi hson
d rivals Stanford and California.

ling]
r tU

e.\j

•Field Hockey*
v do you make up for going 0-8 to start your season?
L you can t really, but finishing up 5-4 can definitely help,
e Pacific field hockey team concluded its 1999 season with a 5-12 record af[suffenng a 4-2 loss to SW Missouri State (5-13)in the third place game of
v.NorPac Conference Tournament on Sunday, Nov. 7, at Stanford.
*game remained tied through much of the second half before Liz Lopez
a Reichard shot into the net. Reichard converted a penalty stroke
hi just over eight minutes remaining for the final margin. Amanda Hardin
1 Breanne Shroyer scored Pacific's two goalsand goalkeeper Lisa Beach
nraed six saves.
• Men's Tennis•
I ways improving Tiger tennis continued to make huge strides on the court
weekend at the ITA Regional Tournament held in Malibu, CA.
JCau°/AleXfnderFiedIer'seeded sixth in the tournament, advanced to
ethird before suffering a 7-6,7-5 loss to Greg Hill of USC.
er earned a 6-2,6-2, first round win over Bruno Aropovic of Arizona;
yf
IJ
'6-0 win over Gre8 Levy Cal Poly in thesecond round.
I other singles action, freshman Greg Rietsch earned an 8-0 qualifying first
win over Jay Stearley of Nevada before suffering an8-4 loss to Dan
y dun"8 the 'M'fyinS second round.
JI Larsso" and sophomore Dietrich Haug both dropped three-set
t round losses in the main draw.
u doubles tandem of Larsson and Rietsch advanced to the second
1 a i rv,ma'n doubles draw< bef°re suffering an 8-2 loss to #2 Ed Carter
3 AlexOsterneth of Arizona State.
^ Ha"g dropped an 8-4 decision in the first round of the main dous draw to Ted Burghardt Mattias Tangefijord of San Diego.
* Men's Swimming •
IE1WRC muCn'!cu',mmin8 team posted a 2-4 record in duaI meet ^ion at
JVT Bl8 West Shootout Nov. 5-6, at Irvine, Calif.
|mi"tdfy°facb°n on Friday. Nov. 5, the Tigers posted victoriesover
K' ; 4) and UC Irvine(8649), while suffering a 71-51 defeat to de
ling Big West Conference champion UC Santa Barbara.
^dually, sophomore Lance Jones placed first in the 100 breast (:57.72),
•Wmore Ramzy Ladah placed first in the 200 breast (2:10.47), junior Piotr
, rnvk claimed the top position in the 500 free
P-M), and Pacific placed first in the 200 free relay (1:26.49).
fonc dropped each of its three dual meets on Saturday, Nov. 6, falling to
WW (89.5-21.5), Washington (67-28), and UC Santa Barbara (54-41).
0g«s were led by Florczyk's school-record time of 9:26.23 in the 1000
Jftod for a second place finish, and his first place time of4:32.56 in the
RWTorezyk's record time in the 1000 free bested Dave Daniels' mark of
'•«0 set during Hie 1983season.
NOTEBOOK COMPILED BY BEN/AMIN STARR

Continued from page 20
Bandwagon Bonanza
Pacific students prepare
to jump on the spirit band
wagon that is men's basket
ball season. Sure, I would
rather have you support all
the wonderfully talented
athletic programs with zest
all throughout the year, but
if you are only going to
cheer once then you had
best cheer loud.
Basketball season is your
opportunity to go buck
wild. I saw it at Midnight
Mania, I know that you
have it in you. Pick a player
off the team, worship him,
put posters of him on your
dorm room wall, get them
to autograph your scalp,
and when the big games roll
around you'll be ready in
your rainbow wig.
Hanging Tough
Just like the "New Kids
on the Block," the women's
volleyball team has man
aged to hang tough during a
momentous
weekend.
Faced with a UC Santa Bar
bara team that defeated
them early in the season,
our Tigers really stepped up

Current men's basketball coach Bob Thomason was a "sharp
shooting guard." at Pacific in 1970.
and played to a wonderful
all that is sport, with Cal
ly dramatic five game vic
Ripken collating copies and
tory. I can just picture Elsa
Crazy Crab eating in the
Stegemann letting out a vic
lunch-room.
tory roar after an especially
On any given afternoon
satisfying kill, the frenzy of
in the Pacific athletic build
quick high five recognition
ing you can spot coaches,
as not to disrupt concentra
hoards of players in uni
tion and the pandemonium
form and Powercat all hus
concealed behind the calm
tling through the stark halls
persona of coach John Dun
that smell of athletic tape
ning as the conquest pro
and adrenaline. This is
gressed. We're rough!
where the players study and
All-Sport
exercise, where coaches re
I love hanging out in the
view the tape of that last
athletic building. It is just
amazing win, where re
like the old SportsCenter
porters collect to hear the
commercial that depicts the
latest news. This is where
ESPN office as the home of
sport lives.

MONDAY NIGHT fOOTBALL ON SATlLLITf
MtHII StlYfD: 11AM-3PM AND SPM-10P*
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Continued from page 20
The problems that Coleman
is referring to are the number
of injuries to several key play
ers this year. For example, ju
nior forward K.J. Nishikawa
was lost for the season with a
torn MCL, while freshmen
Christine Bill and Angela A1Igaier each suffered a sprained
ankle.
As if these injuries weren't
bad enough, Pacific also lost
McCaskey for three games
with a deep bone bruise in her
shin and a concussion. Fortu
nately, freshman netminder
Megan Pickering stepped in
and did a great job in McCaskey's absence.
"We're confident that we
have one of the best goalkeep
ers in the west coming back
next year," added Coleman.
"It's a real positive that we
were able to see one of our ex
ceptional foundation-building
players go out in style and also
to see one of the next genera
tion players coming in."

(209) 478-6290
Btt GRAND (AMAl BLVD »k •STOCKTON, U 9520?
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Charbroiled Steaks,
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Daily Specials
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Plenty of Parking
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Fight Club
Talking with basketball
coach Bob Thomason last
Friday, I learned several in
teresting things about the
former Pacific hoopster (see
photo on page 23). Thoma
son, who played as a Tiger
from 1969-71 under coach
Dick Edwards, has fond
memories of his days as stu
dent of physical education.
"I loved going to school
here," said Thomason. " I
want my players to have as
much fun here as I did."
Part of this amusement
included a bruiser between
teammates about the unciv
il temperament of boxing.
Apparently Thomason and
some friends doubted the
savage nature of a boxing
class being taken by some of
their teammates. From this
debate emerged Pacific's
own version of Saturday
night fights. Staged on a
makeshift ring on the lawn
between South/West and
the library, the members of
the basketball team went to
fisticuffs for crowds of 400
to 500 students.
Pacific's own Thomason
went eight rounds in a fight
and apparently learned the
value of one unit boxing
classes. "I couldn't get out
of bed the next day I was so
sore," Thomason said. Wow,
our very own Rocky Balboa.
See Sideline, page 19

JL

After posting a school-best
record of 15-3 last season, it
would be easy to say that the
Pacific women's soccer team's
record of 10-8-1 fell short of this
year's expectations.
Although the Tigers didn't
live up to their preseason
hopes and were plagued by in
juries for most of the season,
this year wasn't a bust. In fact,
seven of the team's losses were
decided by one goal.
After catching the injury bug
in the past few weeks, the
Tigers went out in style last
Thursday with a 5-0 blanking
of San Francisco. In its season
finale, Pacific dominated virtu
ally every aspect of the game,
keeping the ball in San Francis
co territory for most of the con
test. In total, Pacific managed
26 shots on goal while holding
San Francisco to just nine.

"We actually played very
well in the last three games,"
said Head Coach Keith Cole
man. "I think it was very posi
tive and it was like a cloud that
was hanging over us that got
blown away. We should see
some post-season honors from
the way some of our players
played."
Senior Jamee Lucchesi put
herself into the Pacific record
books as she booted in goals 13
and 14 on theseason to give her
38 for her career, tying her for
the school record of most goals
in a season. Lucchesi now leads
the Big West Conference in
points (30), goals (14) and most
game-winning goals (5). Lucchesi's 30 points this season
move her into third for most
points in a season at Pacific.
"Jamee has always worked
extremely hard on the field and
in games," said Coleman."Her
accomplishments were kind of
the icing on the cake, but I think

Vanessa Brumer kicking in the final game of the 199
the entire team helped her to
get these accomplishments."
Junior Brook Kentera also
scored a goal and chipped in
two assists, while senior goal
keeper Kim McCaskey record
ed her eighth shutout of the
season, bringing her career to
tal to 29. She notched eight
saves and lowered her goals
against average to 1.03.
Although the Tigers didn't
put as many points on the
board this season, they im

proved an already •
fense. Last year the;
21 goals, while this
yielded just 19, se:r
program-best.
"I think many of
lems this year were c
things that weren't cor.
by us," said Coleman
were a lot of things control that really ere. 2
lems for us, but I
have changed anything
See Clon i

Men's Basketball

Lithuanian loss boosts pre-season pla

jampole in front of 3,232 in the was the outstanding perfor
Spanos Center.
mances from what might be
The Tigers expanded on a come Pacific's own version of
Talk about a test for the 39-33 halftime lead with a 17- the "Twin Towers." Sopho
public address announcer.
3 run to start the second half, more center Mike Preston
Lithuania's Kraitene Mari- as seven different Tigers con who was a perfect 7 for 7from
jampole rolled into town on tributed points in the run.
the field, scoring 16 points.
Saturday and featured a team
It's hard to
Fellow sopho
stocked with tounge-twisting lose when your
more . center
Pacific
names consisting of more let team shoots
Ross
Mills
Kraitene
ters than a bowl of alphabet 58% from the
made
19
soup. Thankfully for Pacific, field, including
points, hitting
none of those letters helped to 10 for 21 from
Photos Inside eight out of 10
spell out "WIN."
the three-point
shots, includ
The men's basketball team stripe, as op
ing two threeopened the 1999-2000 season posed to your opponents 38% pointers.
with an 86-53 exhibition game clank-fest.
"Ross Mills is more offen
thrashing of Kraitene MariHelping the team's cause sive and Mike Preston is betBENJAMIN STARR

Staff Writer

ter defense," Head i
Thomason said, "V\
they share playing
play on court togetre
are a great asset."
Senior guard C'
night scored 16 poir
tied for team-high asors with sophomoret
Mike Hahn at seven,
forward Barry Mar
contributed to the
with 12 points.
Even the freshnr
represented as they •
by rookie guard Torn
who had a nice al See Basketball,

